Law against strikebreakers
will save lives, Chavez says
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Cesar Chavez
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By Phetay Calloway
Cesar Chavez returned
Thursday afternoon to the town
where he grew up. But he wasn’t in
San Jose to visit relatives. He was
here to hold a news conference at
Zapata’s, a South First Street
restaurant.
Chavez read a short statement
saying he was in San Jose to meet
with a group working to raise funds
to support the United Farm
Workers’ ( UFW I strike against
Salinas Valley lettuce growers.
He also said he would be setting
up a boycott of Chiquita bananas.
The Chiquita label is the property of
United Brands, which also owns Sun
Harvest, the largest grower of
Salinas lettuce.
In response to questions, the
UFW president emphasized the
farmworkers’ commitment to the
strike and expressed concern for the
strikers’ safety.
"If we’re ... going to end the
spilling of blood, if we’re going to
save more lives ... we must get a law
against professional strikebreakers
and recruiters," Chavez said.
Rufino Contreras, a UFW
member, was shot three weeks ago
when he and fellow United Farm
Workers entered a field being
harvested by non-union personnel.
The UFW is asking a 41 percent
raise in the workers’ hourly wage
from $3.70 to $5.25 per hour and a

50 percent incresae in piece rates for
those workers payed on the basis of
the number of heads of lettuce they
pick.
The growers have offered an 11
percent increase to $4.12 per hour.
Chavez said 12,000 to 15,000 farm
workers are expected to assemble in
the Salinas Valley at the peak of
lettuce harvest season, and that the
union is preparing to concentrate its
efforts there.
Rowland Kemp of Sun Harvest
said the company expects to harvest
its lettuce crop on schedule because
a "large labor force" is developing
to take the place of the 7,000 Salinas
Valley UFW members on strike.

Salary survey reveals
’pay high but not rising
By Patrick McGreevy
Nationally, the average college
teacher’s salary rose 6.2 percent in
the 1978-79 academic year, according to a recent report by the
National Center for Educational
Statistics, a governent agency.
However, SJSU and all other
colleges in the CSUC system
received no increase because of the
governor’s freeze on state employee
salaries.
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Petition drive not working well

Slow defense for ombudsman

By Debbie Htmsinger
The first stage of A.S. Council’s
)etition drive against the elmination
(f the Ombudsman office "is not as
.ffective as I had hoped it would
lie," said Councilman Fazel
’azelbhoy, petition drive initiator
A petition form ran in the Daily

three days this week, purchased by
the council in the form of an ad, and
asked students opposing the Ombudsman cut to fill in their names
and social security numbers and to
drop the forms into designated boxes
around campus.
Boxes are located in the A.S.

Today’s schedule for
Womyn’s’ Week
SJSU’s Womyn’s Week begins
.oday with the theme, "The Future
Female." ( "Womyn" is spelled this
may by the organizers of Womyn’s
Week.(
Today’s events are:
10 to 11 a.m. SJSU President
;ail Fullerton gives her opening
.emarks, followed by a presentation
tin "ERA and the Future" with
;peaker Blanche C. Bersch, CSUC
3oard of Trustees member, and
a wyer in the S.U. Almaden Room.
11 a.m. to noon
"Mother Daughter" discussion with Jill
iteinberg, clinical psychologist, in
.he S.U. Costanoan Room.
"ERA
Noon to 12:30 p.m.
Ratification Drive," taping sessions
for KSJS’s segment of Issues and
Answers, with guest speaker
Blanche C. Bersch in the S.U. Upper
Pad.
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. "Effects of
the Bakke Decision and Proposition
13 on Women" in the S.U. Costanoan
Room.
1:30 to 2:30 p.m. "Why Men
Should Support Feminism" with
Bruce Apt, clinical psychologist in
the S.U. Almaden Room.
2:30 to 4 p.m. "Women and

Religion" panel discussion by six
female religious leaders: Dr. Carol
Christ, SJSU instructor; Barbara
Davis; Sister Bernice Gotelli; Becky
Hayworth; Marty Spilrnan; Jo
Stuart; and Linda Weinstein in the
S.U. Costanoan Room.
4 to 5 p.m. "Androgyny: Hope
for the Future?" with Mykol
Hamilton, Women’s Studies instructor in the S.U. Almaden Room.
8 p.m. Keynote speaker Bella
Abzug in the S.U. Ballroom. Admission is $1.50.
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The idea of the ticket agency
was recommended by the S.U. space
utilization committee in its list of
proposed ways to better utilize the
space in the Student Union. The list
was submitted to the Student Union
board of governors in a meeting last
month.
According to Barrett, a letter
was sent Feb. 23 to BASS to see if
they would be interested in

"I don’t believe that the student
are for the Ombudsman’s cut,"
Fazelbhoy said.

Fazelbhoy said response to the
petition so far has been disappointing but he had no immediate
figures of how many forms had
actually been turned in.

"The proposed change is not
going to be effective to the students
and if this independent position is
lost, students’ interests are really
going to suffer," he said.

Fazelbhoy’s next step is to
circulate person-to-person forms by
hand and hopes this method will be
more effective.

Termination of Ombudsman Jo
Ella Hannah’s job will be effective
July 1.

"We felt it was important to get
the administration to hear about
how the students felt about it (the
Ombudsman cut)," Fazelbhoy said.
At its meeting last week, the
council passed a resolution,
authored by Fazelbhoy and Councilman Celio Lucero, denouncing the
elimination of the Ombudsman
office.

Fazelbhoy sad he is really unsure of the effects the petiton drive
will have but said, "I hope the administration will be responsive to
students’ needs and proests. And if
they’re (the administration) not, it’s
a shame we won’t have an Ombudsman to go to.
"I hope students put out as much
interest and take enough time to
fight for this cause because they
don’t realize how much it will adversely affect them once the position
is gone," he said.

nine -month
The
average
teacher’s salary was $19,226
nationally. Despite toe freeze,
SJSU’s average is higher than the
national average, according to the
American Association of University
Professors’ survey of salaries.
The average professor’s salary
at SJSU is $26,290 compared with
about $25,400 nationally.
The cost of living in the Santa
Clara Valley coupled with a heavy
student load in the past, account in
part for SJSU’s higher pay scale,
according to Dr. Theodore Norton,
SJSU political science professor and
president of the SJSU chapter of the
AAUP.
"We’re reasonably well paid,"
Norton said. "But to stay fair,
salaries should increase with the
cost of living."
A bill presented by Senator
Alfred Alquist, D-San Jose, proposes
a 12 percent increase, but Norton
feels it’s unlikely Gov. Brown will go
higher than 6 percent.
"Even 6 percent won’t keep up
with the cost of living," he said.
"But teachers are more worried
about layoffs than salaries."
Morale is at "rock bottom,"
Norton said. He believes some kind
of pay increase is necessary.
There will probably be a
minimum token raise for state
employees, mainly to boost morale,
said Mark Gale, assistant to the
academic vice president.
Gale said that the higher than
average salary SJSU has enjoyed in
the past, is a result of past high
enrollment and the resulting surplus
of money.
"We had extra money to pay
them," he said, "so we did."
The national report by the
government also said that women
continue to lag behind their male
counterparts in salary.
At SJSU the average male
professor’s salary is $26,800, the
woman’s $25,900.
"The women haven’t been in the
jobs the number of years that the
men have," Gale said, "so they
haven’t reached the higher steps."
A professor’s salary is placed on
one of five steps of advancement.
Male and female salaries are the
same on each step.
"It isn’t any form of
discrimination," Norton said,
agreeing with Gale. "Fewer of the
women have reached the higher
steps, that’s all."

mediation in the near future.
"There’s nothing really to
mediate," he said. "It comes when
the process of negotiating, the ritual.
has worked but we haven’t got that
far. It comes when there’s been
some g’ve-and-take on both sides."
Chavez would not give a firm
figure when asked how much of an
increase the growers would have to
offer to get the UFW to the
bargaining table.
"I can’t give you a figure on how
much because that would be
negotiating with the press. I can tell
you it’s got to be more than 7 percent."
When asked if he thought the
consumer was losing as a result of
the lettuce strike, Chavez replied, ’’ I
don’t think it’s unreasonable to ask a
little bit more for workers who are
getting $3.70 an hour."
He also said the Teamsters’
Union had given sanction to its
Imperial Valley ( California ) drivers
to support the UFW strike.
Reporters questioned Chavez
about rumors he had been served a
subpoena Wednesday.
)1 wasn’t served," he said. "It
(being subpoenaed is fairly normal
in our business. We serve subpoenas
every day."
Of the agency responsible for
enforcing the law in the Salinas
Valley fields, Chavez said, "They’re
almost as bad as the Texas Rangers
in our book."

Financial aid
now serves
middle class
By Patrick McGreevy
The commitment to financial
aid for college students in the U.S. is
growing, according to Don Ryan,
SJSU financial aid director.
Ryan, president of the Western
Association of Financial Aid Administrators and vice president of
the National Association of
Financial Aid administrators
(NAFAA), has just returned from an
NAFAA meeting in Dallas where the
organization drew up a list of
recommendations for the current
session of Congress to consider.
An example of financial aid’s
growth is the Middle Income
Student’s Assistance Act passed last
year by Congress.
The act, which takes effect next
semester, raises the maximum
family income to $25,000 for
dependent students applying for a
basic grant, to be eligible.
It also takes the ceiling off of the
income of students applying for
federally insured student loans.
This means an additional one
million U.S. students will qualify for
financial aid, Ryan said.
Other financial aid programs, as
they’ve come up for reauthorization,
have been expanded through increased budget allocations.
"I expect total funding to
double," he said. "About $1.7 billion
should be added to the financial aid
budget this next year."
Every one or two years financial
aid programs have to be
reauthorized by Congress.
"Every time a program comes
up for reauthorization, it is improved on," Ryan said.
(Continued on back page)

Botanists clipping at pruners
The battle between the Botany
Department and plant operations is
rapidly escalating into war, according to SJSU biology student Jim
McRory.
The problem
began approximately one year ago, McRory
said, when the grounds people
removed a rare Sequoia tree. Now,
he added, they are doing things to
trees that will cause them not to
return to their natural state for 20
years.
"We use this campus as a living
laboratory," said Clifford Schmidt,

S.U. may open ticket outlet
By Leanne Augusto
A new ticket agency may be
installed in the Student Union, by
this coming fall semester, if BASS or
Ticketron decide to take up the offer,
according to Ron Barrett, Student
Union director.

Council Chambers, the Student
Union Information Center and at the
library information desk.

When completed, petitons will
be sent to SJSU President Gail
Fullerton.

Chavez warned that the UFW
will be dealing with the presence of
what he called the "hostile" Salinas
Police Department and the antiunion sheriff’s department.
After reading the statement,
Chavez asked for questions from the
assembled news personnel.
When asked if he thought the
strike is working, Chavez said:
"The strike is beginning to
work. But they say they (growers)
are starting to bring in farm
workers as strikebreakers and I
think it’s shameful. We’ve seen
professional strikebreakers before.’’
Chavez said he saw no
possibility of settling the strike by

establishing a
SJSU.

ticket agency at

The agency would be located in
the old Earth Toys area at the
bottom of the Student Union. Barett
said it would be possible to move the
agency elsewhere in the Student
Union at a later date, but it would
start out in the Earth Toys area.
Judy Bradley, chairman for the
utilization committee and information and services coordinator,
said that Toni McDonald, A.S.
Program Board director, came up
with the original idea for the agency
when they were thinking of ways to
use that space.
(Continued on back page)

biology professor. "We must be able
to reach and touch the trees; it’s a
very important part of our
educational structure in botany."
"They (plant operations) have a
horrible perception of pruning," he
said. "They are defacing the trees."
Verne McGlothlen, supervisor of
university grounds, refused to answer any questions for the Daily.
According to Schmidt, the
"butchering of trees" has been
temporarily stopped by Interim Vice
President Ellen Weaver.
"I got a call from Dr. Pitts
(associate professor in biology
asking my intervention in the tree
trimming," Weaver said. "So I
called Verne McGlothlen and asked
him to stop the tree trimming, which
he did instantly."
Weaver added that her intervention was called for since plant
operations reports to her.

do it.
"They are butchering the
trees," he added. "They look like a
butch haircut."
According to Schmidt, plant
operations is sending people out with
chain saws and cherry pickers to
prune trees.
’’They are trimming unnecessarily," he said, "to the point
where it is unsightly and harmful to
the tree."
"The war is between botanists
who are interested in plants,"
McRory said, "and McGlothlen who
is more interested in the area of
gross efficiency. If you don’t let a
tree have a crown, it can’t drop any
leaves."
According to McRory, there
were also three rare specimen trees
donated to SJSU that the grounds
crew "allowed to die."

However, Schmidt does not
believe the trimming will stop until
more definitive measures are taken.

Dr. Joseph Young, department
chairman of biological sciences,
said he is aware of the complaint
from the botanists.

"I don’t think anything is going
to stop until they are required to
contact us before they prune," he
said. "They are hiring people who
are incompetent to do the job, when
there are experienced people here to

"The botanists seem to be upset
because there has been some overenthusiasm in palm tree trimming,"
Young said. "But it looks like they
( plant operations) felt justified in
trimming the palm trees."

photo by Janet Na achlma

SJSU tree trimmers are destroying the campus environment by
hacking tree
branches
with a chain saw, according to the
Botany Department. The botanists say some of the pruned trees
may tbi.ti from 10 to 20 years to recover from the attack by the
grounds crew.
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Ombudsman
Editor:
I would like to comment on the
opinion that A.S. Vice President Joe
Trippi made in one of your paper’s
articles regarding the elimination of
the Ombudsman. In it, he said it was
unfortunate the position was being
cut, but if it wasn’t this position, it
would be another one.

:!: 7

As a student member of the
Academic Fairness Committee, I
ani well aware of the great deal of
time Joe Ella Hannah puts into each
student’s case. She not only advises
our committee, but the Student
Grievance Committee as well. She
played an important part in the
revising of our petition form each
student must fill out and made our
request for more documentation in
academic complaints clearer to the
students.

Joe Ella has also taken the time
to screen our cases, providing us
with more time in reviewing each
individual case. I am not sure Mr.
Trippi is aware that to eliminate this
post or to assign it to an office that
spends a great deal of time on other
matters will greatly increase the
cases to be reviewed and create
huge backlogs, resulting in a
reduction of time in reviewing.
I invite Mr. Trippi to serve on
the A.F.C. next year and see for
himself that to cut this post is not
only unfortunate but unwarranted.
Any official who makes shallow
conclusions based on incompleete
facts should not be allowed to obtain
a position of higher responsibility,
much less be allowed to maintain
themselves at their present level.
Jim Bowen
Biology freshman

Daily policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted at
the Daily office I JC 208) between
9a.m. and 5 p m. weekdays or by
mail
to
the
Forum
Page, c/o the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, 125 So.
Seventh St., San Jose, Ca. 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.

Sgt. Kay 0. Pectate

Cry baby dorm residents
By Don Vetter
Students are the biggest cry
babies in the world when it comes to
dorm price increases and the food
served at the dining commons,
according to retired Sgt. Kay 0.
Pectate, a cook in the dorms.
. Referring to an article appearing in last Thursday’s Spartan
Daily, Sgt. Pectate agreed with a
quote by music junior, Jim
Kusserow who said:
If I were to cook for myself, I
t ouldn’t do what these people do."
Pectate said that most students
really don’t know the tender loving
care that goes into each meal served
in the Dining Commons.
"It takes us almost two hours to
prepare each semester’s menu and
meal rotation." the portly ex -Marine
said.
He added that, It takes a lot of
imagination to cook roast beef 17
different ways."
The head cook said a lot of effort
goes into each week of service at the
1/C.
. "Monday is usually chili dog

JON -NI

day," he said. "We just take the
day’s shipment of hot dogs and make
the chili from Friday’s pepper steak
surprise.
"Whatever is left over," he
added, "we throw together to make
burrito filling."
Pectate said that creating new
and exciting dishes from previous
meals was the No. 1 criteria for
persons interested in the dormitory
culinary profession.
"I’ve been cooking for unsatisfied diners for years," he said.
"Thursday has to be our best
day, at least economy-wise,"
Pectate said. "We just throw
everything from the early week

"It takes imagination to cook roast
beef 1 7 different ways."
together and simmer it up in our big
40 gallon crock pots.
"It turns out really well if we
throw in all the leftover Spanish
omlettes," he said.
The KP sergeant has been
cooking for almost 25 years, getting
his start at boot camp in El Paso,
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Texas.
"I don’t like to brag, but I’ve
come a long way from peeling
potatoes and I don’t regret a minute
of it."
SJSU students, however, have
been regretting Pectate meals since
1975 and the cook just can’t understand why.
"These damn cry baby students
just don’t know what’s good for
them."
The balding chef added that the
food he and his crew prepare, really
puts hair on your chest, no matter
what sex you claim to be.
"I agree with what Emil
Estoparde said in your paper," he

AAIN.,

said referring to his manager’s
comments to the Daily.
Estoparde said that the DC must
reduce on the "little goodie items"
to keep costs down.
Pectate agreed and added, "We
really don’t need that many goodie
items such as meat and potatoes in
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our stews."
Pectate said he feels that
students really shouldn’t have any
input into the meal preparation or
menu.
"I’m sure their morns never
game them a choice or had the nice
blue trays and soft ice cream
machines like we have here," he
said.

The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length, style, invasion of privacy and libel.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
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Prof tackles
Indian ecology
By Debbie Hunsinger
Brooks is
Robin
"taking up" a fight in
w India. After leading 19 U.S.
Sierra Club members on a
g conservation awareness
expedition through that
country in January, he
thinks he is ready to tackle
the issue.
SJSU
Brooks,
professor of history and
American studies, is adviser on Indian affairs to
the American Conservation
Society and is an active
Sierra Club member and
trip leader.
Brooks said he learned
of a small group of Indian
conservationists fighting
the construction of one of
the world’s largest fertilizer plants and wanted to
investigate further.
"So I suggested we
take the tour to meet these
people," he said.
The proposed site for
the plant is across from
Bombay on the coast of the
Arabian Sea. Brooks said it
looms as a threat to
fishermen’s livelihoods,
farming lands, and the bay

water because of the
particles that would be
dumped there.
After talking with
conservationists
from
Calcutta, New Delhi and
Bombay, Brooks thinks the
problem is that "there is
not yet a nationwide
conservation movement in
India."
"The Indian conservation is basically
where
the
American
movement was 50 years
ago," he said.
Brooks
said
conservationists such as he are
demanding that the plant
be moved to an alternate
site about 200 miles south of
the proposed Bombay
location.
However, the fertilizer
plant is backed by $500
million in funds from the
World Bank, Brooks said,
and it is difficult for "a
handful
of
conservationists" to successfully act against such a
large organization.
Brooks hopes "as a
result of this tour and
meeting these conser

SJSU Professor Robin Brooks, left, talks about his trip to India and
his concern for environmental issues in that country
For part of his’ fightthe-fertilizer-plant-location"
campaign, Brooks said he
is relying heavily on the
fact that "the World Bank
doesn’t
like
nasty
publicity."
"I hope in this case
David will be able to beat
Goliath," Brooks said.
If the campaign is
successful, Brooks foresees
two very positive effects.
One is an awareness in
India that it is possible to
fight the government and
the other is a "good
relationship
working
between American and
Indian conservationists."

photo by Shannon Lynn

ationists," the Sierra Club
will become actively involved in this issue.
"I am pretty sure the
Sierra Club will take this
up. I believe the Sierra
Club members on the trip
are concerned as well as

other American conservation groups," Brooks
said.
In the meantime,
Brooks has taken some of
the weight of the problem
upon his own shoulders and
said he has written the

’Stan the Man’ leaving employment role
to embark on ’over 60’ student role.
By Peter Bliss
Isaac Newton Stanley
III is stepping out of his 13year-old role as SJSU’s
good-humored parking lot
attendant into that of one of
it’s newest students in the
over-60 program.
"Opening up new
vistas in education and to
gain new understanding of
the big bang of an expanding universe," is the
philosophical attitude he
has toward moving into
this new life.
Retirement is not a
new thing for Stanley. He
experienced it once before
after a 20-year hitch in the
Army and Air Force before
coming to SJSU in 1969.
Stanley, also known as
"Stan the Man" on campus, has lived in Santa
Clara with his wife since
his discharge.
"I’m very happy to
conclude my time here so I
can do some of the things
that I’ve wanted to do," he
said.
After observing many
odd-ball circumstances in
the parking lot, Stanley
registered this semester
for a class in abnormal
psychology to better understand the quirks in
human nature.
The strange instances
that he has witnessed while
parking cars have been the
almost daily occurrences
of irrational human
behavior.
"One of the interesting
problems of getting 2,500
cars parked in a limited
amount of time is watching
the logjam of cars that
start to pile up when one
person will spend a
tremendous amount of
time searching for a
quarter."
While working at the
garage one of his pet
peeves was the lack of
understanding one human
being would have toward
the rights of another.
"Many times people
would take two spaces or
straddle the double line,
forcing the next person to
do the same. Once this
happens it starts a domino
effect, I’ve seen days when
a whole line of cars will be
ticketed. Each time
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Isaac Newton Stanley III
someone does this the fine
is $5 for each car."
Stanley was born 68
years ago in a town called
Lynn, Ind., and to his
knowledge he is the only
person he knows of in this
area that has the distinction of sharing the same
home town as that of the

,55,55,5555orti,t

notorious Jim Jones,
former leader of the
Peoples Temple.
Besides school, he likes
to collect pictures of
presidents, "especially if
they’re on U.S. currency,"
he said jokingly. He is an
avid player of the stock
market and believes that it

it, tr. ir it tit:II:1r
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helps him cope with inflation.
"It’s one way to
meager
my
enhance
retirement funds," he said.
"I’m mediocre at it but
have made some money.
Besides that it’s a lot of fun.
"Now I’ll have the
opportunity to go to the
brokerage office and watch
the tape instead of the
paper."
Stanley has gone to
school on and off through
his career and estimates
that he has a sophomore
standing concentrating in
journalism. He does not
plan to go on with this,
however, he would like to
spread his areas of interest
over many disciplines.
"Most of the students
here are career oriented.
I’m more
knowledge
oriented, in a very general
way.
As a farewell gesture
concerning the hassles that
crop up in trying to effectively run a parking
garage, Stanley gives this
mixture of advice and
philosophy: "Utilize the
parking spaces to the
greatest economic benefit
by scheduling more classes
in the afternoon ... human
nature, however, dictates
differently."

World Bank, asking it to
withdraw funding for the
plant.
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Brooks is planning ’s
another trip to India, a
month’s wildlife tour in
South India next January.
He said it may be offered
ass special course through
Continuing Education.

Brooks: a conservationist
turned ’wild’ jungle tourist
When people think
of India, most picture a
place running wild with
tigers, snakes and
elephants.
However, among
the things Robin Brooks
learned during the 24
days he spend in India
with a Sierra Club group
is that most of these
"wild critters" run free
only in sanctuaries.
Something else
Brooks learned is to not
try to hold a 16-foot
python by the tail when
it wants to get away.
The group came upon
the python at Bharatpur, southeast of Delhi,

NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND
BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEKS

the first sancturary they
visited.
Brooks
laughed
when their tour guide
grabbed hold of the
snake’s tail and, "acting
like a tourist instead of a
conservationist,
I
grabbed hold, too."
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If they had not let go
when they did, they
would
have
been
dragged away with the
snake as it made its getaway, Brooks said.
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"It would take at
least six to eight people
to hold him down," he
said.
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Murphy to be scrutinized as well

Guevara review board established
A process by which the review of SJSU basketball coach Ivan
Murphy told the Daily Tuesday after the meeting that We haven’t
Guevara is to be conducted was determined at last Tuesday’s meeting of decided anything as far as how we’re going to approach this," and "I
the Athletic Board - although Men’s Athletic Director Bob Murphy in- have no idea what they have in mind as far as a review goes."
dicated to the Daily after the meeting that nothing concrete had been
Guevara, and all coahces who are reviewed, will be reviewed by
decided.
Murphy or Joyce Malone, the womens athletic director. After the review,
Murphy, however, said Friday the establishment of the committee
constituted a personnel matter, which he was not at liberty to discuss - the athletic director will submit his or her recommendation to the athletic
board which in turn will make its recommendation to University
and that -other than that, nothing of consequence happened at the
President Gail Fullerton.
meeting."
The establishment of the committee to review Guevara was confirmed by three members of the Athletic Board.
A review procedure for Murphy was also established at the meeting.
His contract expires this summer.

Fullerton will make the final decision on all coaching positions.
Murphy’s review will be handled by a committee headed by
Academic Vice President Hobert Burns. The members of the committee
have not been named yet.

AS. President Maryanne Ryan, A.S. Treasurer Nancy McFadden
and Athletic Board Chairman Dr. Lucius Eastman all confirmed that the
processes were agreed upon.

No date has been set for the next meeting but Ryan believes that
some action will be taken in the next couple of weeks, although she
couldn’t specify how soon.

Dr. Lucius Eastman

Ivan Guevara

’We outcompetecl them’

Trackers surprise Cal with 90-64 blowout
By Danny Edwards
In what was supposed
to be a close contest,
SJSU’s track and field
UCdefeated
team
Berkeley 90-64 Saturday at
San Jose City College.
Thhe Spartans, as
usual, dominated the field
and weight events and,
along with some surprise
performances in the track
competition, took the lead
early in the meet and were
never challenged for the
team victory.
"We outcompeted
them," said distance and
weight coach Don Riggs.
"I’m proud of the whole
team. Coaches always say
that but I’m saying it
because they (Cal) were as
good as us."
SJSU swept the top

three places in three of the
18 events - long jump, high
jump and discus.
Essodina Atchade, 1976
Olympic qualifier from
Togo, leaped 24-8 to take
the long jump. Teammate
Stan Webster and Kevin
Cole, both jumping 23-10,
were second and third
respectively.
In the high jump,
Thurlis Gibbs remained
undefeated wiith a jump of
6-6. Sylvester Pritchett,
competing for the first time
this season, was second,
also at 6-6. Fritz Moga,
with another 6-6 effort, was
third.
Sutherland’s
Colin
season best of 176-8 1/2 in
the discus topped teammate Bob Feuerbach’s 1631/4 throw. Ralf Horn was

third at 162-5 1/2.
Feuerbach also won
the shotput with a heave of
57-7 with teammate Kevin
Brady third at 54-2.
A bad handoff between
California’s Larry Cowling
and Alonzo Mathis in the
400 meter relay took the
Bears out of the race as
SJSU’s team - Ronnie
Anderson, Ken Thomas,
Mike Kirtinan and Marcus
Washington - raced to a
season best 40.1 to tie the
meet record.
"I think when we get
Phil Williams back (out
with pulled muscle) and
have Marcus Washington
running leadoff, we’ll be
running in the low 39’s,"
said sprint and hurdle
coach Larry Livers. "Our
passes have been fairly

good."
The Spartans got a big
boost in the 3,000-meter
when
steeplechase
freshman Jeff Riggs,
whose best time so far this
season was 10:38, ran
9:26.8 to take second
behind Cal’s Gary Bulme,
clocked in 9:22.
The crowd-pleasing
event of the day, though,
was the pole vault as
Spartans Greg Woepse and
Kim Black both soared
over 17 feet for the first
time this season.
Black faiiled all three
times at 17-4 but Woepse
brought the crowd to its
feet when he cleared that
height on his last attempt.
He then went for a
lifetime best of 17-8, but
missed his three tries.

Woepse said the 17-4
vault was "good for right
now" but he has had better
efforts in practice. The
mark broke the meet
record of 16-6 that he held
along with former Spartan
Doug Bockmiller.
SJSU’s Stan Ross,
suffering from the stomach
flu, still managed to come
through with a strong
performance in the 1,500meter run as he finished a
close seccond to Cal star
Andy Clifford. Clifford’s
time was 3:52.6 compared
to Ross’ 3:53.7.
Clifford also won the
800, edging SJSU’s Russ
Nahirny at the tape with a
1:50.6 clocking. Nahirny
ran a season-best 1:51.0.
Spartans Curt Ransford and Rich Stewart

continued to dominate
javelin competition as
Ransford remained undefeated with a season best
throw of 239-3 1/2 and
Stewart was second at 217-8
3/4.
As livers predicted
earlier this week, the
Spartans took one-two in
the 110-meter high hurdles.
Pete Austin nipped Kirtman for the win as both
were timed in 14.1, just
ahead of Cal’s Cowling who
ran 14.2.
SJSU’s
Stephen
Chepkwony, 1976 Olympic
qualifier from Kenya,
remained undefeated this
season as he continued to
lower his 400-meter time
with a 47.4 effort.
Despite being deep in
talented sprinters, the

Spartans last in PCAA swim finals
By Dan Wood
LONG BEACH - In a
deluge of broken meet
records, UC Santa Barbara
won the Pacific Coast
Athletic
Association
swimming and diving
championships
this
weekend.
The Gaucho swimmers
put on a furious rally in the
last two days to overcome
Pepperdine,
472-451.
Pepperdine divers put 101
points on the board to

UCSB’s 11 last weekend to
take the early lead, but
Santa Barbara’s expected
dominance in the swimming events was enough to
carry the Gauchos to the
title.

another meet record in the
400 medley relay, anchored
by Stahl, which won in
3:25.75.
In all, five league
records fell. Two of the new
marks were set by Pepperdine’s Mark Barber.
Barber’s times of 57.87
and 2:07.11 in the 100 and
200 breasts are neww
PCAA bests.
Long Beach State and
UC Irvine tied for third
place with 255 1/2 points
each. UCI’s Vangelis

UCSB’s Bruce Stahl
won both the 50 and 100
freestyle events, breaking
the PCAA record in each
with times of 20.87 in the 50
and 45.20 in the 100. Both
came in the preliminaries.
The Gauchos had

Stanford topples netters
By Chuck Bustillos
Impressive wins by
Paul Batten and Dave
Couch were the only
moments SJSU men’s
tennis team could savor
last Thursday as Stanford
University rolled to its 40th
consecutive dual match
victory with a 6-2 triumph.
lw was another one of
those "they played well
but..." afternoons for SJSU
as the Spartans suffered
their second consecutive
loss to a Bay Area
powerhouse. Earlier in the
week they were dumped by
UC Berkeley 61/2 - 11/2.
In each contest,
Spartan coach Butch
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Krikorian said that his club
played better than the
score of the match
reflected.
"We played better
against Stanford (the top
rated team in the NCAA)
than we did against Cal
rated fifth)," Krikorian
said. " It was overall a
better effort than against
Cal, especially Paul Batten
and Dave Couch."
Batten battled Stanford’s Lloyd Bourne to a
three-set 1-6, 6-3, 7-5 victory. Batten’s triumph, his
eighth straight, was termed a "gut it out win" by
Krikorian based on Batten’s lopsided first-set loss.
"He played just
tremendously," Krikorian
commented of Batten. "He
played with a lot of
determination to come
back like he did. It was just
a tremendous effort."
Batten doesn’t have a
)articular "kill shot,"
Krikorian said. His secondseeded player relies more
on his determination,
concentration and "a
pretty good backhand."

Couch utilized a pretty
fair backhand himself in
downing Stanford’s No. 7
player, Jim Hodges 6-2,6-2.
"He (Couch) played
super," Krikorian said. "It
was by far the best I’ve
ever seen him play. He was
more determined than he
has been in the past. That’s
a
key
factor
--determination. I was glad
to see th whole team play
with more determination.
We were flat against Cal.
"Hodges is a pretty
good player," the SJSU
coach continued. "Dave
beat him by scores of 2 and
2. That says it all right
there."
However, the Spartan
netters were swept in every
other match-up. And that
says a lot right there as
well.
Even without the
services of No. 1 man Matt
Mitchell, who opted for the
professional ranks earlier
last week, Stanford
breezed to victories in the
remaining singles and
doubles events. Peter
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Coskinas was the only man
to win three events, winning the 200 and 500
200
freestyles and the
butterfly.
Pat Stanton of Long
Beach State won the 200
and 400 individual medley,
and also took third place in
the 200 breaststroke.
Santa Barbara’s Brent
Krantz was also a double
wnner, capturing the 200
and 200 breaststrokes.
University of Pacific
took fifth place with 199 1/2
points.
Fresno State edged out
SJSU for sixth in the seventeam competition 104 1/2 to
93.
The Spartans were in
sixth place throughout the
a
meet
until
disqualification in the 400
(the
last
event
of
free relay
the competition) allowed
Fresno State to pass them.
SJSU wasn’t the only
team disqualified in that
event.
UCSB had the relay
won but lost it when team
started
members
celebrating their championship prematurely and
jumped into the pool before
the race was over.
The Gauchos’ resultant
disqualification gave
Pepperdine the victory,
UCSB could laugh at its
mistake, but not so SJSU.
The Spartans’ Nick Birchard left too early on the
third leg of the relay.
"That’s a bad way to
lose," Spartan coach Shone

Azarfar said, referring to
the loss of sixth place.
"We work all year for
these championships, and
then a mistake like that..."
SJSU was unable to
place anyone in the finals
of any event.
The only Spartans to
make it to the consolation
finals were Bill McMullen,
Greg Wild, Birchard and
Jim Schriver.
Four SJSU school
records were broken, two
of them by Birchard.
Birchard’s mew mark
of 52.61 in the 100 butterfly
earned him ninth place,
and he also broke the 200
butterfly record.
The 800 free relay team
of Birchard, McMullen,
Jeff Pendleton and Erin
Sloan swam 7:09.21 for a
new school mark, but that
was only good enough for
sixth place in the PCAA.
The final SJSU record
broken was by Pendleton in
the 1650 freestyle, with a
time of 17:06.69.
Other Spartans to
place were McMullen, who
took seventh in the 100
breaststroke and 11th in the
200 breast; Wild, ninth in
the 100 back and 10th in the
200 back; and Schriver,
12th in the 100 butterfly.
Schriver provided the
most excitement for SJSU,
tying for 12th place in the
100 fly prelims and later
earning a berth in the
consolation finals with a
victory over Fresno’s
Mariano Fort in a swim -
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11:30,1:00
Tuesday, March 1 3
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(all Army Meterth
I,,, more inlo:
292.1611

BACKPACKERS international
Adventure Center &
Trip & Travel Planning Co.,

off.
"I got about as psyched
up as anyone could get for
that swim-off," Schriver, a
senior, said.
"It was really important for me because
that was my last real
race."
In last weekend’s
diving,
SJSU’s
Herb
Brandt was a disappointing
second in the one-meter
competition and fifth in the
three -meter. Teammate
Steve Peckham took sixth
in both events.
The Spartans were
second in the diving
competition to Pepperdine.
SJSU’s
accomplishments seemed
pretty minimal in comparison with the other
schools.
Azarfar,
obviously
disappointed with the lastplace finish, nevertheless
tried to be positive.
"The perfformances of
the kids were good up to a
point," Azarfar said. "I
was happy with everyone
because they had their best
personal times.
"It’s just unffortunate
that we didn’t swim well
the final night."
McMullen agreed.
"Last place just
doesn’t hack it," he said.

Spartans again failed to
win the 100- and 200-meter
dashes as Cal’s Mike
Farmer won both events in
meet record times (10.4
and 21.2). Thomas was
second (10.4) and Kirtman
third (10.5) iin the 100. In
the 200, Kirtman was
second (21.3) and Thomas
third ( 21.4)
SJSU’s Don Finley,
after winning against
Stanford and UC-Irvine,
took third in the 400-meter
intermediate hurdles
behind Cal’s Walter Pratt
and Peter Grimes.
Pratt broke his own
meet record at 51.4 with
Grimes running 51.7.
Finley ran 52.1.
SJSU’s Tim Gruber
finished a strong third in
the two-mile with a lifetime
best of 9:01.6. Blume won
8:57.4, a meet record, and
Cal’s Felix Elieff also went
under nine minutes at
8:59.6.
Spartan Rex White’s
lifetime best of 49-10 3/4 in

the triple jump wasn’t good
enough to beat Cal’s Mike
Marlow who went 51-6 1/2.
SJSU’s Craig Roberts took
third in his first competition of the season at 4811/4.
Concerning the season
so far, head coach Ernie
Bullard said, "We have a
good blend of veterans and
young people. We haven’t
really had any injuries so
far and we have a good
solid national (400) relay
team."
The Spartans are idle
next weekend but will
compete Saturday, March
24 in the Stanford Relays.
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WOMYN’S WEEK 1979
March 12-16
- A Week of Activities
- Workshops
- Panel Discussions
- Lectures
- Entertainment
Most events are free;
All events will be held
in the Student Union
Pick up a detailed program at
the Student Union
Information Center
or the Women’s Center
Sponsored by Associated Students

SKI RENTAL
(on campus)

0/in, Head, Rossignal skis
Tyrolia bindings
Raichle boots
and poles
ALL FOR $9.000
We also Rent X -Country Equipment
Prices same as downhill
Fischer skis
Alfa boots
Complete Ski Tune-up Service
(includes: P -Tex, HotWax, Flatfile-$2.50 ea.)

Earth Toys
Outdoor Equipment Rental Center
Hours: WAN, 12-5 p.m.
Tues., 12:30-5 p.m.
Thurs., 12:30-3 p.m.
Located next to the Bakery across from S.U.
277-3033
Pickup Friday - return Monday
Reservalions Accepted
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laseball success soured by UOP victory
By Chuck Hildebrand
Daily Sports Editor
STOCKTON - Like a good Chinese dinner, this
kend contained an exotic blend of sweet and sour for
SJSU baseball team.

1

The Spartans, who took the first two games of the
ee-game series with UOP - 9-8 Friday in San Jose and
behind Randy Raphael’s four-hitter in the first game
e - could have gained an advantageous position in the
ern California Baseball Association first half race
ha triumph.
SJSU entertains first-place Fresno State this weekend
ccould have entered the three-game set just one
d the Bulldogs U0-5) with a 9-6 record.
Instead, the Spartans are 8-7 and must sweep Fresno
weekend to win the first half. They also must hope
t University of San Francisco can take at least one
e from second-place St. Mary’s, 9-6.
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In the end, however, one particularly pungent dish
alluded the menu - a 6-1 loss to University of Pacific in
second game of a doubleheader at Billy Hebert Field
v.

St. Mary’s grabbed two-of-three contests from FSU
r the weekend.
UOP’s Greg Unger, a freshman from Cupertino’s
mestead High making his first start in league play,
ifounded the SJSU hitters in the second game with a
iety of off-speed, breaking stuff.
"He (Unger) is the kind of pitcher who’s tough on a
km if it is undisciplined at the plate against breaking
ff," SJSU assistant coach Sam Piraro said.
"Greg never got in a position where he got behind and
Ito come in with a fastball," Pacific head coach Tom
ibbs said. "That was fortunate, beccause he doesn’t
ire a very good fastball."
The blond lefthander walked nobody and struck out
e. He kept his pitches down, resulting in a torrent of
Hind balls - three of which the UOP defense converted
o double plays.
The Tigers gave Unger a cushion with a run in the
;ond, three more in the fourth and a final pair in the
th against SJSU’s Russ Hayslip.
Hayslip’s main difficulties arose against the bottom of
UOP batting order. Seven of the nine Tiger hits were
:ounted for by the last four men on the UOP lineup
-d.
First baseman Pat Tobin went 3-for-3 - all line
ves - and scored three times.
The second-game breakdown took some of the lustre
Raphael’s performance.
Raphael, who struggled tlwoughh the first month of
year with a 1-4 record and 4.82 earned run average,
k a machete to his ERA with a vengeance Saturday.
Only one of the four hits he was touched for was struck
.h more than token authority.
A crisp short-to-second-to-fiirst double play with
wtstop Derek Bulcock, second baseman Chris Pedretti
i first baseman Greg Robles participating got Raphael
of his only serious dilemma.
"All it was was concentration," Raphael said. "I just
the ball where I wanted it.
"The ball was moving around real well - I could see it
m the mound," Raphael added. "That usually means I
ire pretty good stuff."
In fact, the ball was moving almost too well. Raphael
ued four walks and occasionally fell behind the hitters
:rause some of his deliveries were swerving like
raged hummingbirds.
But the junior from San Jose’s Leigh High, like Unger
:he second game, was constantly in the vicinity of the
vs with his offerings - and the UOP batsmen
ponded by pounding them into the dirt for routine inId outs.
The teams battled through five scoreless innings
ore SJSU got Raphael the only run he needed.
Brian Stuckey cracked a single to left and Greg
bles followed with a booming double to right. Stuckey
s held at third but Ernie Hayden cashed him in with a
wifice fly to right.
Friday’s game in San Jose featured a 12-run fourth
Ong, which took 45 minutes to complete and was puncited by six runs by each club.
But out of the rubble emerged SJSU’s Steve Berglund
mother pitcher whose work had been spotty - with 5 1/3
kings of one-run relief work, six strikeouts and his first
a of the year.
Berglund was assisted by centerfielder Roger Scala,
o rifled down the potential tying run at the plate in the
hth; and Stuckey, whose two-run pinch single climaxed
ISU’s six-run fourth and shoved the Spartans ahead for
sd

-ennis defeat
Continued from Page 4)
ruled made his debut in
.ew No. 1 singles role a
cessful one, disposing of
al Brash 6-2, 6-3. Brash’s
ay was ha.npered by
ratic shots and other
art errors.
Stanford got five of its
kints from freshman Tim
ayotte, who defeated Bill
a rper 6-4, 6-2; Scott
odurant, who beat Don
ulsen 6-2, 6-3 and Jeff
ans, who won in both
Niles and doubles.
Arons dropped George
Them 5-7, 6-2 and 6-2. He
amed up with Hodges to
tn the number three
ngles over Mulhern and
such, 74,6-2.
Krikorian said that he
klizes that his sport
sn’t have the same
unt of funds to work
th as the Stanford and

Cal teams. But he doesn’t
let that bother him.
"I can’t let that bother
me. I realize that we don’t
have the money that they
(Stanford and Call do. But
that makes my job that
much more of a challenge.
I can’t recruit any distant
star, I’ve got to get a fairly
talented player and try to
help him blossom into a
better player."
The University of San
Francisco, which the
Spartans will host at 2 p.m.
tomorrow, also works
under the same conditions.
After suffering through a
disappointing year last
season, things are looking
much brighter for the
Dons.
USF’s top three
players are Jim Heetor,
Rodney Lee ad Mike Gee.

announcements

PRO DJ (SJSU student) with own
equipment and records will spin
the disks at your small party.
15/hr. 286 3719.
MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS
CRUISE FREIGHTERS
No experience. High Pay! See
Europe, Hawaii. Australia, So.
America. Career Summer! Send
$3.115 for Into, to SEAWORLD,
Box 61035, Side.. CA 95660.
SIERRA Club meeting Tues. 7:30
pm Guadalupe Rm student
union. Outdoor and conservation
activities.
CIRCLE OF LIFE FELLOWSHIP
Classes in Psychic Development. Meditation, Aquarian
Gospel, Prosperity. 29B-4509.

BASEBALL CARDS WANTED
Quick Cash. Dr Lapin. Bus
Tower 763. or call $37 0191.
_
PAYING 010 MEN’S,
05
WOMEN’S, for class rings. Any
condition Will arrange pickup
Phone (loll free) 1 000.8352246
ANYTIME"

automotive

’74 CHEVROLET Nova Hatchback.
AM/FM stereo cassette, new
steel belted radial tires.
’pd., 20 mpg. S2,695 Call 2311
6276.
MINI dirt bike, $60. ’69 Olds Delta 4
Or., solid, dependable ?ran
sportation. 0403. Call 377 1660
after 5 p m.

TYPING. Fast, Accurate and
reasonable ton. IBM Selectric.
Give me a try, I’m in West San
Jose. Call Paty 984.1642.
COLOR IS THE FASHION FOR
SPRING! Let me determine
your moot flattering as well as
give you a personalized style
description. These are YOUR
unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for
the rest of your life. I give you
about 70 colors out of a set of 500
together with your personal
style description in a portfolio.
By appt. only. References.
Sliding scale of fees. Inquire
details colors. Carol Lynne
Bowman, M.A., 247.2504, 530.
7:00 p.m. most eves, llamlpm
Saturdays. Also, Dress for
Success for the Businessminded. You never have to
make a clothes mistake again.
SKI UTAH, During Spring break
with SJSU SKI CLUB FIVE
DAYS skiing at Park City. Alta
and Snowbird, Transportation.
Lifts, lodging and parties all
included for 0180.00 Sign ups
start Feb. 27th at?. 30 a.m. In the
Almaden Room, Student Union.
Also coming up is the Weekend
trip to SQUAW VALLEY, Feb.
17 linh. Come loin us for fun and
sun in the mountains.

AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS
The Widest selection of the
Highest fidelity at the Lowest
prices! AE Is your consumer
electronics buying service for
nearly 300 brands of audio
components, compacts, per
tables, and accessories for auto.
home. stage, or studio. AE also
has TV’s VTIlts, videoscreens
and games. Everything you
need in home entertainment at 5
to 50 percent DISCOUNTS! Mfg
wrnty. Plus optional 5 year
extended wrnty. All accessories
at cost 6/purchase of any
system! 5 FREE LPs with each
purchase! If you’re tired of the
small selection at the Sound
works, the high prices at
Pacific. or the thrown together
junk systems at Cal, then you
owe it to yourself to Give Audio
Enterprises a call. The number
is 255.5550. M F after 2 pm.,
anytime weekends. Ask for Ken.
Audio Enterpirses Has It!
DISCO EXPERIENCE: Mobile
Disco and Light Shows with
Peter B. Tremendous sound
systems and lighting effects
available for all occasions Call
14081 267 3156.
GAY MEN and Lesbians SJSU Gay
Student Union meets most
Thurs. alt PM in the Guadalupe
Rrn of the SJSU Student Union,
Speaker led discussions. rap
groups, potluck dinners and
other activities. We provide an
informal educational social
setting which is very condusive
to meeting people and learning
about the gay community. Be all
attend. For our
YOU can be
meeting schedule or just more
information call our events tape.
298 GAYS
_
KING TUT group tour tickets
available for Sunday July 229 00
AM $12 call 247 3466
.
_
.
NEEDED SJSU Grad student for
AS Council. Must be tenacious!
Sandwiches,
Food
HEALTH
Vegetable Burger. Creps,
Drinks Margarets, 126 E San
Salvador, 103,

for sale

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your insurance needs:
HOME,
FIRE,
AUTO,
HEALTH. If you are not already
with State Farm, call for an
appointment at my office or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,
at your home, or at my office.
Let’s get together and give you
better coverage for less money.
CALL: MORY STAR, 253.3277 or
446,3649.
BOLES Camera. 16mm non reflex
camera.
Slow
movie
motion/fast motion. 3 lens,
pistol grip. 0175. Call 230-6276.
’77 YAMAHA Endure 500. Exc.
cond., 6,600 miles. 50 mpg.
Asking 11.100. 279 9485 after 1
P.m
STEREO for sale also records and
tapes
nd. to sell fast. Best
offer. Pis call 2997231 (ask for
Mary) if interested.
HANDSOME SCULPTURE pedestal
in birch. rxrxr . Supports
large, heavy sceplhoes. Fine
detailing. 0270. Other sizes
available. Santa Clara Artists
Foundry. 249391/. 2092 B. Scott
Blvd., Santa Clara.
’78 KZ 650 custom. Exc. cond.
Kerker header, custom seat,
paint. Many Extras! Call 374
6021.
DESK: Black steel drawers, walnut
laminated top. 40020. Good cond.
$50 or offer. 248 7874.
DIRT BIKE, ’71 Yamaha DTI 250.
set up for othroad endure. Like
new. Pacifico Tank. PH. 269

ono.

SKIERS UNITE! Ski Park City, Aim
and Snowbird over Easter
Vacation
Five fantastic days
and nights. April? 13. Only 0180
Includes
transportation,
lodging, lifts and parties. Alta
and Snowbird included Sign UP
at table in Art Quad area undo,
meeting on Thursday. March I
in Engineering 132 at 7:30 Pm
Ski Heavenly and Kirkwood
March 3 4 too Us/members and
S32/non members Discover the
Ski Club sd ski the best powder
anywhere. Joe Patterson, 268
7529, 295 6705

PART-TIME, FullIllme
10 Kell
operators for tax season, Interviewing now Tax Corporation
of America 1060 Minnisota 294.
3613. 2944134.

JOBS IN ALASKA: Summer lobs
$800 52.000
High
paying:
per/mo. Nat’l Parks, Fisheries,
How and
more
Logging, and
where to get lobs Send S2 to
Alasco. P.O. Box 2480, Goleta,
CA 93018.
BE A YOGI...BEAR!
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!
costume
Ride
operators,
characters. food services,
merchandise sales, main
tenance Immediate part time
openings, full time summer.
Apply NOW ... in person.
VILLAGE
FRONTIER
AMUSEMENT PARK,
Summer/year
OVERSEAS JOBS
round Europe, S. America.
Australia, Asia, Etc. All fields,
0500 01,200 monthly Expenses
paid Sightseeing Free into
Write B.H P Co Box 419050.
Berkeley, CA 94704.

APARTMENT manager for 109019
complex. 1.1/2 blocks from
campus. Rent reduced in exchange for It. maintenance and
admini
lye duties. Full time
Student OK, Call 990.1936, leave
menage.

housing

MOTHER OLSON’S
Two Houses Serena Of, from
campus, kitchen, facilities, linen
parking
and maid/serv.,
everything furnished, $30 per
wk. share, S50 wk. single, In N.
0th it 2794504.

ASIAN WOMEN wanted for
amateur phOtOgrapher 56 P/H.
Call Joy Vocal at 7351166 for
details.
53.50/PER HOUR. Misc, easy work
near SJSU (you can study while
you work). Hours to fit your
schedule. Also typing and office
work part time near campus,
same pay. Call Don, 9900149, 5
tad p.m. Only.
BABYSITTER. Light
LIVEIN
housekeeping. Room, board and
small weekly Salary. Call 267[10217
JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
foreign. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career.
Send 03 for into. to SEAFAX,
Dept. D-7. Box 2049, Port
Angelees, WA 98362.
MISCELLANEOUS easy work near
SJSU (you can study while you
work), 41.50 per hours. Hours to
Ill your schedule. Also typing
and office work part-time near
campus. Same par. Call Den,
990-0549. 5 to 6 p.m. only.
WAREHOUSEMAN Driver 41.00
per hr. work 1pm to Spm, three
to five days/wk to fit your school
schedule. Good driving record
required. Phone Mrs. Emm, 298
4900 Year round opportunity.
NEED a Female English Tutor for a
female student. Near Almaden
and Emporium store. Call 279
2024, ask for Abdul.

PHOTOGRAPHER
wants
Photogenic Males for modeling.
Athletic type build helpful. Call
738-3553, evenings after 6 p.m.

Wanted
ADDRESSERS
Immediately! Work at home
no experience necessary
excellent pay. Write American
Service. 8350 Park Lane, Suite
127. Dallas, TX 75231,
Flexible Hours/Good
NURSING
Pay. Aides/Ord., $5.00/hr )
LVN’S. $6.50/hr.. RN’s,
Some Experience Required.
Call 207-1749 for Appt

TAKE A FREE look al the Business
World! We are looking for in
terns In life insurance sales. If
YOU qualify, we’d start training
900n to prepare you for
rewarding summer In sales. Call
Kevin E. Sullivan.
log
director, at 2464991 for an *0’
pointmenf. New England Life, of
course! Equal Opportunity
Employeer.M/F.

DANCE MAJOR wanted. Need
inventive choreographer/dancer for student produced
cnildren’s film. No pay but in
teresting opportunity to explore
movement ideas within a
narrative framework and see
the results on fill, Call Bill, 737:
1544.

NATIONAL Jewelry Company
needs part or full time area
sales managers and trainers.
Exceptionally high commissions
Paid Will intet view by appointment only. Call 225 9316
after 4 p.m.

help wanted

SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room, color TV
linen and maid serv. fireplace,
courtyard, parking, 532 per we.
share, 155 single. 202 S. llth St.
call first 2147374.
FREE room and board for right
student. For company and
friendship for older Professional
man. Active and Involved in
Business and Community. Eve
and weekends 247-7723.
HOUSEFURNISHED. 119611. June
I. Close to campus. Security,
private yard w/BBO. garage,
cable TV, W/D. Prefer a couple
to housesit my home on a per.
moment basis, and make my
payment of $275/mo plus your
utilities. Please send short
application/resume to "owner,"
c/o George Stump, 1058 N. 4th.
St., No. 1, San Jose, CA 95112.
LARGE Modern 2 bedroom 2 bath
furnished Apt. $300/m0.
Available March 1. 550 South
11th Street. 7234433.
ROOM and Board. 0135 a mo. study
hours and off street parking. 279%173. 155 South Ilthst.
I BEDROOM turn Apt. Clean quiet,
sunny, All util. paid 0200.00 pies.
Dep near SJSU. Avail the 22.
Nonsmoker 2808356,
HOUSE: Furn. I belrm.. 2 1/2 be, 2.
car garage. 8 minutes to SJSU.
$500 mo. References req. Call
258-U78.
ROOMMATE needed for 2 berm.
home. 2 MI. from campus.
0110/mo. 2924458 eves, and
wknds.
MALE or FEMALE wanted to share
house near SJSU. Clean, quiet.
responsiible.
no smoke,
Available now. 5117/mo. Call
188 5683.

COMPANIONS
SLEEP IN OR OUT
Assist the elderly in their own
homes. Choose your own hours.
No fees. Call us now! Quality
Care 2467042.
FEMALE student wanted 3 nights
per/wk to do light housekeepng
for young woman in wheelchair.
16 hrs/wk. Car necessary. 2456958.
PROCESS SERVER. Highest
payiing In Santa Clara Co. You
trust be a citizen, over 111. and
have reliable transportation.
Work is not dangerous, but not
for the faint hearted. Apply at
210S. First St., 11 a.m to noon,
or call 297 4664 for appointment,
HELP WANTED. Part time.
Sewing, alterations, some
design,
pattern
making.
clerking, typing. 267-2333.
MALE to assist with hOmit care of
invalid. Time flexible. 44
hrs/wk. flexible. 3564109.
FIGURE MODEL. Female. Exc.
pay. Cali 7398327 from 5 to
p.m. PS. Monday thIl5fh.
RECEPTIONIST: Parttime PAWF
mornings Near San Jose Air
Port Call Linda, 2793000.

lost and found

FIJIKA 3.5tom TAMURA on case. If
found 0011 29204/4.
LOST: Silver bracelet with oval
ivory stone. Approx. 2/2. Please
...sentimental. PU11,1984490.
REWARD: Watch lost in bathrrom
of 3rd floor main library. If
found, pleast call 9293036.

LEMKE’S Typing Service Student
Rates 192 4720

LOOKING for female to live with a
nice, handicapped man. He likes
music and writing. Lives near
campus. 2902308.
HE’S hit the big tlnsetf I Have a
great 20th birthday Don Your
young buddy, Nicki.

LICENSED CHILD CARE! Near
school, loving care. hot meals
and extras Please call 292 ISIS

Bossy; so many times when the
city seems to be without a
friendly face .. A lonely place ..
It’s nice to know that you’ll be
there if I need you ... And you’ll
always smile .., it’s all woe
thwhile. I’ll be there If you need
me. Adorable.

-./-8742Z lessons any instrument except
bass or percussion, c a II 277 8877
DABYSITTING in my home by
loving mother. Part time or fun
time Meals. toys, playmates
01/hr one chid, 91.50/hr 2
children. Call Caro1.629 4359

YOU ought to be in pictures! An
elegant color portrait by John,
for you Or to give to someone
Special. Call John 2697937.

PROFESSIONAL typing done, my
home, all types Repots, term
papers, letters, resumes. Fast
accurate service. Wog. IBM
electric. Call Carol, 629 4359.

THE AIRLINES HATE ME!!! I
found a loophole that allows
anybody to fly across the
country FREE on malor airlines
provided they know my little
known secrets. For complete
detailed report send only 06.00 10
JORDON M, 4005, Ph No. 0,
San Jose, CA 95112.

E XPERT typing and proofreading
of term papers etc. Fast service.
Si/pg. Sheila, 279 9129

stereo

ATTENTION SJSU and OTHERS
FREE WAY
WAS
THE
CROWDED? R2 D2.

AUDIO ENTERPRISES is Your
consumer electronics buying
service for stereo components,
compacts, portables and ac
cessories for car, home. stage or
studio use. We also have TVs,
VT R s, videoscreens and games.
All at 5 to 50 percent
DISCOUNTS! Who else can
offer you: over 280 brands?
Virtually every model on the
market! Factory sealed cartons
WWII warranty plus an optional
5 yr. warranty for parts AND
labor? All accessories AT cost
w/purchase of any system?
FREE advice, delivery, testing,
and set up? Super low sale
prices ALL the time. 5 free LPs
with each purchase? Complete
price quotes wino extra charges
right over the phone? No hype,
No BS, individualized one loony
service?
AUDIO
EN
TERPRISES has it all! The
Widest selection of the highet
fidelity at the lowest prices. Call
255, 5550 M thru F after 2 Pim.,
any time weekends. ASK for
KEN.

HAPPY Birthday Dear Alas. Love
Wale.
KATHY. still trying to track down
your Safeway Store In Santa
Clara. Help! Ron, 2474022.
WENDY: You came like the winds
/3000 March, with all the love in
/30 your eyes. Happy an
niv rrrrr y, Tom. /211.
TRISH A.L. Happy nod Home.
Here’s to long talks, lots of love,
and the most Terrific person I
know. Love Rootsy.
CONGRATULATIONS to the 10 new
grads from the recent CARP
seminar.

services

TYPINGACCURACY,
NEATNESS, and DEADLINES
GUARANTEED. Experienced
In Masters, Reports. Diner
tenons. Approved by San Jose
State University Graduate
Department. IBM Sal. II. South
San Jose/Blossom Valley Area.
Janet, 227.9525,

travel
CHARTER FLIGHTS 1979... We
represent all charter operators:
LONDON linclding Laker) ..
PARIS .. FRANKFURT ..
DUSSELDORF (Amsterdam’s
new gateway) .. ZURICH ..
COPENHAGEN .. GENEVA ..
SHANNON .. BRUSSELS ..
MILAN
..
MADRID
YUGOSLAVIA .. LIMA. PERU ’
(SOUTH AMERICA) .. COSTA
RICA .. JAMICA
RIO
DeJANEIRO . HONG KONG ..
TEL AVIV .. MANILA TOKYO
AUSTRALIA .. TAIPEI
SIGNAPORE .. HONOLULU .
NEW YORK CITY .. Plus
student flights throughout Asia.
Africa and the Middle East
International Student Identity
Card issuance .. Eurail. Student .
Rani! and Britrail passes ..
Youth Hostel cards . Overseas
job placement .. U.S.A.,
CANADA and MEXICO
TRAVEL
Hard to find Travel
books .. Luggage .. Maps ..
backpacks and other travel aids
.. Trip and Travel Planning
Company (charier Travel
Specialists) 441 E. Wm. Street
(blocks from Togo’s) San Jose,
CA 95112. 292 1613 Mon Fri 9 a
Sat. 103

Wedding
LOOKING
for
a
Photographer? Images by John
are expressions of love that are
soft, elegant and understood by
everyone! For the finest wed
ding photography. call John at
2697937.
EXPERT TYPING: 20 years
experience. IBM Correcting
Selectric. Term papers, theses,
resorts, manuscripts, etc. (On
Graduate Typist List), Blossom
Hill area. Call Kathie. 571-1216.
gamOpm.
EXPERT typing and proofreading
Of term papers etc. Fast service.
01/pg. Sheila, 2709179.
TYPOGRAPHICS, INC.
Writing and editing resumes
Medical/Legal typing and trans
PublIcatIons/Brochures.
Term papers
10 percent discount to students
with student ID cards. For
appointment, call 2974954.
PROF. Exp. typist. Fast, accurate,
reasonable. IBM Selectric II
252.8058,

CHECK OUT
THE BUYS

personals

PROF. Exp. Typist. Past, accurate,
reasonable. IBM Selectric
2549058.

IN THE

CLASSIFIED ADS

BIRTHDAY Nappies to KMS from
your friendly RBR pal, Ar Ar
Ar I II
CAROL, did you forget? Jackson
Browne proofs I’m at home
waiting. Julie, 298 4490.
KIM: Birthday kisses to my Wet
buns "SMACK." Love, Mouser.
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TYPING Thesis. Wm papers. etc .T.
Experienced and fast Phone
2694674.

maw)

TO THE PERSON who returned my
Blue Barclays Passbook to West
Hall, Thank You Very Much
WANTED TO BUY Baseball cards.
all years and types, especially
Bowman, Gaudy, Post, Lea Top
Prices paid Cali Peter Field.
629 6939

DO YOU need a couple of units? if
writing is your Ming, we need
you at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and tor our
publication
the Spartan
Quarterly You can receive one
to three units through an IS 102
class, and work with concerned
professional supervision. We
want people who’re serious
and
about the writing craft
flexible enough to try a new
style or two contact Carol
Schreiber at 277 3235 or 287 2532
for more Information.

Deadline two days ono, to votweetion
Con...coves publicarron dates only
No refunds on concoMed ads
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Assistant police chief:
coordination is the key
By Phetsy Calloway
Robert V. Bradshaw
has come a long way.
The one-time campus
security guard and 1966
SJSU administration of
justice graduate is now San
Jose’s Assistant Chief of
Police. He is responsible
for implementing policy
within the 900-member
police department.
Bradshaw, 40, said that
one of his major concerns
will be dealing with the
problem of street-corner
prostitution in the area
south of campus.
done
’’We’ve
saturation of the area with
patrol personnel),’ he said
during an interview at his
office. "We’ve tried pretty
strict enforcement. We’re
trying to get some focus on
a comprehensive criminal
justice effort."
Bradshaw explained
that a comprehensive
criminal justice approach
means the cooperation of
the police, courts and
probation department.
Bradshaw sees no
absolute answer to the
problem.
"As long as people are
willing to pay," he said,
-we’ll have the poblem."
Bradshaw plans to
develop ways of dealing
with problems before they
become visible to the
community.
"If you decide there’s a
problem, you don’t wait for
it to surface through the
community," he said.
"You identify it and deal
with it. You develop enforcement techniques to
deal with that."
Bradshaw said his
main strength is in the
systems approach to
dealing with situations. He
plans to apply that ability
to developing better staff
support for the "line

detail" (personnel in the
field).
"Even when the staff’s
very good, the people in the
field sometimes find the
tail wagging the dog," he
said. "You give the 29
Department
Police
program managers more
discretion and control over
the execution of their
programs, and then staff is
really supporting the line.
"If you’re successful
doing this, the force is
more responsible to the
community."
Bradshaw appears to
fit the perfect turn-of-thecentury stereotype of the
policeman, from his firm
handshake and affable
manner to his carefully
waxed mustache. He was
once indeed a "cop on the
beat", who worked the
East Side of San Jose in a
patrol car, on foot and as a
member of the canine
corps.
"I had a big blond
shepherd," he said. "The
dog’s name was Trooper. I
remember my uniform
always looked like I’d just
crawled through a wheat
field."
He was also part of
then -San Jose State
College’s security force for
about one year. That was
before the establishment of
the University Police
Department.
Although Bradshaw’s
appearance calls to mind
those days as a "blue suit",
the things he talks about
are subjects of community
relations or things a
systems analyst would
discuss in a classroom.
Speaking of a growing
number of large, loud
in
parties
private
residential areas, he said:
"We’re starting to pick
tactical
some
up
techniques to deal with
that, where you don’t get
into the confrontation, you
don’t make mass arrests,

Campus may get
new tick et outlet
(Continued from Page 1)
Barrett said he has not
heard anything yet from
BASS and will shortly get

Financial
aid budget
increases
(Continued from Page 1)
Ryan, who has worked
in financial aid for 20
years, is spending more
time lobbying in New York
and Washington.
"Right now we’re
working primarily on
technical amendments that
will make the programs
easier to administrate," he
said.
SJSU’s financial aid
budget will expand from
this year’s $9.5 million to
$12 million next year, Ryan
predicted.
The call for a balanced
budget and the Proposition
13 syndrome are not
current dangers to the
programs, according to
Ryan.
"I don’t forsee any
threats to financial aid," he
said. "Congress has made
a commitment to low and
middle
income
assistance."

SAN JOSE
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
DISTRICT

in touch with Ticketron to
see if they would be interested.
He also said he has
talked with several persons
on campus who have some
knowledge of ticket
agencies for information on
such agencies.
Bradley said when they
get a response from BASS
or Ticketron they will begin
looking into the cost factors
involved in turning the
Earth Toys space into a
ticket agency.
In order to have it in by
fall, Barrett said that the
board of governors have to
make a decision about it
this semester. Then they
can start construction this
summer.
He also said that when
they have all of the information they will submit
the proposal to the board,
but that won’t be until later
this semester.
If the ticket agency
doesn’t go in, the board is
talking about moving the
bike shop into that area or
setting up some kind of a
recreation shop which
would deal mostly with
racket sports. Barrett said
he looked into the idea of a
food service there, but it
was rejected.
"We Just didn’t like it,"
he said.

COMMUNITY
SERVICES
PRESENTS

111
e

TAI-CHI-CHUAP1
ALAN SHOW, teaches with Me permlookm of
Chinese Martial An Master Kw Llan-Wil of San
Francisco. According to 16-yoweld MO, Kno,
lho purpose of Takhi Ch’uon Ito prolong III and
obtain sternal youth.
Tuesdays, March 20 Miry 8,1171
700 910 p.m.
San Joao City CoIsp Main Gym
Fos: 12510

Student Services cutbacks

You develop some communication."
Bradshaw feels more
communication with the
victims of crime is important.
"The victims of crime
like to know what’s going
on, even if they don’t like
the process.’
Bradshaw has only
traveled a few miles from
the area east of the
Bayshore Freeway that he
patrolled in a beat car.
He’s come a longer way
though, than just from the
front seat of that car to the
leather chair in his office in
the Police Administration
Building. The real distance
is from writing tickets to
writing policy.
That’s a pretty long
way.

photo by J

Sousa

Robert Bgedshaw

By Leanne Augusta
Robert Martin, dean of
student services, said there
are foreseeable budget cuts
in Student Services
becasuse of Proposition 13.
But the cuts will not hit all
of the departments his
office has jurisdiction over.
The Student Services
office controls nine
department at SJSU. These
are: Student Financial Aid
office, testing and
evaluation,
conseling,
career
planning
and
placement,
student
housing, student programs
and services, student
union, student health
and
the
services,
Education
Oportunity
Program (EOP).
Martin said it is
frustrating at this point
because they don’t know
where the cuts will be
made or the magnitude of
them. A committee of
persons from the chan-

cellor’s office and personnel from different
universities and colleges in
the Caliornia State
University system are
reworking the budget
formula.
Martin assumes that
the committee will revise
the budget so that they will
be getting less money. This
affects all student service
departments in the system.
One of the committees will
be submitting a report by
the end of this month and a
definitive answer will be
given by April or May,
Martin said.
All of the student
services on campus are
funded by the state except
EOP and the Student
Union, Martin said. EOP is
supported out of the
general fund and the
Student Union is funded out
of the direct Student Union
fee.
He said that he is

reasonably optimistic tin
ASPIRE and Upwar(
Round will continue sine(
they are funded by th(,_
Department of Health
Education and Welfare.
Martin denied tin
rumors that student sei
vices would be handling thi
ombudsman’s office. HI
said that they were "ur
founded rumors."
His main concern is th
role of the ombudsman an
he feels that is very in
portant and vital t
students. But, he added th
role will be kept.

University Presider
Gail Fullerton presente
her proposal to the studer
council Wednesday o
maintaining the role c
ombudsman here. Marti
said the persons who too
over the function whoul
still report directly to th
president.

Clerk role demanding, rewarding
By Erin Hallissy
The hours are long and
the work difficult, but the
job of law clerk fur a
justice of the U.S.
Supremem Court is eagerly
sought by many law school
graduates.
Donald Ayer, who said
that luck had a lot to do
with getting the job, is a
former law clerk of Justice
William Rehnquist. He is
now the assistant U.S.
atorney for Northern
California. Ayer spoke
Thursday to approximately
30 persons about the
Supreme Court and the role
of the law clerk.
According to Ayer, law
clerks have two basic jobs:
sifting through certiorari
petitions, in which the
person seeking a review
gives the reasons why the
Supreme Court should
consider the case, and
preparing briefs for the
justices to use after a case
has been accepted.
The Supreme Court
receives approximately
4,000 petitions a year, but
can only take about 160
cases.
"It doesn’t even
pretend that it’s going to
hear all the cases that
people present to it," Ayer
said. "It’s an oversimplification to say that
Court
the Supreme
doesn’t have to decide a
case if it doesn’t want to,
but not much of an oversimplification."
According to Ayer, if
there’s no substantial
federal issue involved, the
Supreme Court probably
won’t take the case. Also,
it’s not at all uncommon for
it to decline to review a
case even though on
reading the petition they
decide that there was an
error made in the previous
hearing.
"The reason is that
they feel they have a higher
function that’s more important then to just decide
a particular dispute between a particular pair of
litigants."
The Supreme Court
doesn’t just sit as another
level of review, Ayer said,
but instead it is concerned
about whether the case has
any
important
legal
questions that will have
any significance for the law
in general.
The clerk is relied upon
heavily in helping the
justices decide if they will
hear a case.
Four of the justices,
Brennan,
said,
Ayer
Stewart, Marshall and

Stevens - work directly
from the petitions that
come in, but the other five Rehnquist, White, Powell,
Blackmun and Burger have a pool of 12 to 15
clerks who write memos
which include summaries
of the cases and an opinion
on whether or not the case
should be taken.
that
said
Ayer
Rehnquist was very informal and liked to have
the clei ks come in and talk
with him about the
petitions.
"Then you have to hope
that you can say something
intelligent
reasonable
about the case."
Every month at the end
of a two-week period the
justices prepare lists of
cases that they are even
remotely interested in
hearing and every other
Friday they have a conference where the Chief
Justice presents a master
list of all the cases mentioned by the justices.
From approximately
180 cases received in the
two-week period, there will
probably be only 20 to 35
cases that the justices will
be interested in.
From the master list,
the justices will decide to
hear only three to six on an
average. In deciding what
cases to hear, the Supreme
Court uses the "rule of
four."
"Although this is a
democratic society, this is
not a situation where the
majority rules," Ayer said.
If any four justices
want to take the case, it
will be heard by the court.
At this point the clerks
have to send out notices to
the people whose cases will
be heard to tell them to
prepare more substantial
briefs and make fuller
statements of the facts of
the case.
The clerks then go
through the briefs and help
the justices get prepared
for the oral arguments of
the case, which last only
one hour for each case.
After the justices hear
the argument, they will
take a tentative vote in a
Wednesday conference and
a justice will be designated
to write the opinion by the
person who has the most
seniority in the majority
view.
An opiinion may go
through several drafts
before it’s agreed upon by a
majority, but after a final
draft is written and voted
on, then concurring and
dissenting opinions, if

0
probe

Electrical
Engineering
Graduates

federal government it is a
remarkably self-contained
and unbureaucra tic institution.
There is a library,
basketball court, barbershop, print shop, fulltime seamstress, a doctor
and nurse and a press room
in the building.

spartaguide
Nurses
Christian
Fellowship and Student
Nurses Association of
California (SNAC) will host
a film and discussion
period on dek.th and dying
at noon today in Health
Building, Room 303. All
health related professions
are welcome.

M.E.Ch.A. will meet at
4 p.m. today in the S.U.
Pacheco Room.

A lecture or music
research methodology will
be given at 11:30 a.m,
tomorrow in the little staff
room, Library Central,
Room 306.
Barbara
Dalkey, librarian, will
lecture. Sign-up sheets are
located at the General
Reference Desk, 2nd floor,
Library Central.

Disabled
Students
Association will meet at
1:30 p.m. today in the
Faculty Cafeteria, Room

School of Education is
holding mini-courses this
week in Education
Building, Room 235. A notetaking course will begin at
2 p.m. and a course on
taking exams will begin at
3 p.m. Call Norma
Spaulding or Danny
Sanidad, 277-3597 for more
information.

Bio Photo Club will
host a talk on close-up
photography by Dr. Ronald
Stecker at 1:30 p.m.
tomorrow in Duncan Hall,
Room 246. Everyone is
welcome. Call 929-9966 for
more information.

Asian
American
Studies will present "Asian
Horizons" from 5 until 5:30
p.m. tomorrow on KSJS
stereo 91. The program will
consist of campus and
community news, music
and cultural presentations.
Call Gary or Richard, 2772894 for more information.

because they are ver
competent and get thing
done.
Some are smarter tha
others or more ideologica
said Ayer, but they all wor
very hard.
"They’re all consciou
of the importance of wiry
they’re doing, and they’r
trying to do their best."
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With The

Probe Systems is a small company involved in advanced
research and development projects for various
government agencies. Products and services include:
innovative signal processing techniques, wide band
transient recorders, ICM receivers, direction finding
systems, communication systems analysis, and optics
research
Recruiters from Probe Systems will be holding on campus interviews Tuesday, March 1 3 To arrange your
appointment, contact the Career Planning and
Placement Office in Building 0 Sign up now
Probe Systems, Inc.
655 North Pastoria Ave.
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086

o

Golden State Warriors

Career Planning and
Placement will hold a
resume writing class at 2
p.m. tomorrow in Business
Classrooms, Room 111.
Learn how to write effective
letters
and
resumes. Sign up in advance at Career Planning
Building Q. Call 277-2816 for
more information.

SJSU Frisbee Club will
7:30 p.m.
meet at
tomorrow in the S.U.
Almaden Room, Call Tim
Miller, 998-1442 for more
information.

"Everyone in the
building is standing around
waiting to do the bidding of
the justices," Ayer said.
"It’s the last refuge
and has the last vestiges of
of
unbureaucratic
government, and that’s
really a marvelous thing."
Ayer said he has great
respecct for the justices

Attention
record collectors!
Here’s a chance
to solve the case
of the missing LP
Stop by now to
investigate rooms
full sinew and
old albums Bring
your unwanted LPs
tor cash or credit
SPECIALIZING IN JAZZ,
BLUES AND ROCK
Modeled to., of prod collector s
and clean conddron ’Kw/ tradeqns
of yesterday and today

Open Noon -7 Wed -Sun
SON Bascom Ave SanJose95128
14081294-6868

Thu
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$2.00 Discount On Tickets
0
"0 $8.00 Regular
O
1’4 lilt $6.00 Regular
0
O
Tickets on Sale nosy till Maci Ii 16
0
O
Available on campus at the
0
O
A.S. Business Office
0
(Student Union RIO. 235
O
Came Time 8:00 p.m.
0
Sponsored by A S Leisure Servo,’
0
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Friday March 23
vs
The Milwaukee Bucks

00

then the work

going crazy.

People are fanatics when It comes to then Not Razor Point pens
They’re reluctant to give them up And when someone borrows one.
what happens Is inevitahle
First, they low the way it writes Really smooth and extra -One They
go wild over its clever metal collar that helps keep the point from going
squish Naturally they "forget- to give it bad, although it’s only 79e
The can be very embarrassing when they’re caught in the act
Others have pocketed Pilot’s FIneliner pen, The one with the slightly
less delicate stroke It’s only BB/
to if you borrow someone’s Razor
Point or Flneliner pen
you’d better
be prepared
to pay the
consequences
But, for much less than a
dollar, you’d be smart
to buy your own

PILOT

fineine marker pens
MOW thifth lust SOrhethnij to write with

157gporton
Bookstore
San JosW State Unrversrly

1979 WOMYN’S WEEK
and SJSU WOMEN’S CENTER
PRESENTS....

BELLA ABZUG

Keynote Speaker for Womyn’s Week
* Former Congresswoman from New York
* Former Co-Chair of National Women’s Commission

If you are graduating in May with a degree in Electrical
Engineering. Probe Systems. Inc is interested in you

(U S. citizenship
required I

neccessary, are done. The
final decision is then announced to the public.
One of the most
remarkable things about
the Supreme Court is its
autonomy compared to
other federal institutions,
according to Ayer.
"For being part of the

Ms. Abzug will discuss her dismissal from
the Commission and the future of Women in the U.S.

Monday, March 12 8:00 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom
Admission: $1.00 (students) $1.50 (general public)
Tickets: Available at the A.S. Business Office
(in the Student Union) and at the door.
Funded by Associated Students

